
  Exercise M.1 O.L.    Sunday 22/3/2020 

1.Choose the correct answer: 

1. The Tahya Masr (Street- Bridge- Library- High Dam) goes over the 

Nile in Cairo. 

2. The Cairo (Station- Museum- Tower- Citadel) is the tallest building in 

Egypt. 

3. Assuit is not a very big (village- country- river- city). 

4. The Channel (Tunnel- Bridge- Cave- Jungle) goes under the sea 

between England and France. 

5. We need to buy some water. This bottle (empty- full- bright- 

expensive). 

6. Be careful, don’t hit your head on the door. It’s very (low- high- noisy- 

cheap). 

7. Only people and bikes can go down that road because it’s very (wide- 

narrow- difficult- big). 

8. My friend lives (near- nearer- nearest- nearly) to the school than me. 

9. My cousins felt (happier- happiest- happily- most happy) after they 

moved to a new flat. 

10.Some people think that maths is the (more- less- as- most) difficult 

subject. 

******************************** 

2. Read and correct the underlined words: 

1. An elephant is big than a camel. 

2. Adel is tall than Ramy. 

3. Cairo is crowded than Aswan. 

4. The local markets are the noisy places. 

5. I think going to the Museum is the good place for a holiday. 

********************************** 

3. Write a paragraph of EIGHTY (80) words on……… 

“How was your last weekend?” 

 

*************************************** 



Model Answer for Exercise M.1 O.L.   Sunday 22/3/2020 

1.Choose the correct answer: 

1. The Tahya Masr (Street- Bridge- Library- High Dam) goes over the 

Nile in Cairo. 

2. The Cairo (Station- Museum- Tower- Citadel) is the tallest building in 

Egypt. 

3. Assuit is not a very big (village- country- river- city). 

4. The Channel (Tunnel- Bridge- Cave- Jungle) goes under the sea 

between England and France. 

5. We need to buy some water. This bottle (empty- full- bright- 

expensive). 

6. Be careful, don’t hit your head on the door. It’s very (low- high- noisy- 

cheap). 

7. Only people and bikes can go down that road because it’s very (wide- 

narrow- difficult- big). 

8. My friend lives (near- nearer- nearest- nearly) to the school than me. 

9. My cousins felt (happier- happiest- happily- most happy) after they 

moved to a new flat. 

10.Some people think that maths is the (more- less- as- most) difficult 

subject. 

******************************** 

2. Read and correct the underlined words: 

1. An elephant is big than a camel.       (bigger) 

2. Adel is tall than Ramy.         (taller) 

3. Cairo is crowded than Aswan.       (more crowded) 

4. The local markets are the noisy places.     (noisier) 

5. I think going to the Museum is the good place for a holiday. (best) 

********************************** 

3. Write a paragraph of EIGHTY (80) words on……… 

“How was your last weekend?” 

 

*************************************** 



  Exercise M.1 A.L.   Sunday 22/3/2020 

1. Choose the correct answer: 

1. We must try to (glide- prevent- develop- accomplish) dangerous fires 

in forests. 

2. This project will certainly (prevent- conclude- exchange- benefit) the 

whole town. 

3. Dad has been under a lot of (stress- session- reduction- impact) lately. 

4. Her wedding part was (recreational- exhausted- fabulous- natural). 

5. Once, grandma (was telling- tells- told- is telling) us a nice story. 

6. The child (slept- sleeps- was sleeping- has slept) yesterday at 12. 

7. The maid (cleans- is cleaning- was cleaning- cleaned) the whole house 

all day yesterday. 

8. At present, the boys (play- were playing- play- are playing) a football 

match. 

9. This old beggar can’t (break out- break into- get across- get about) 

without a stick in his hand. 

10. I kept talking to her but she (as silent as the grave- had her head in 

the clouds- as sick as a dog- in the cards for me). 

****************************** 

2.Rewrite using the words in brackets to give the same meaning: 

1. My date of graduation was 2010.      (I graduated) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. When the guests arrived, mum was cooking.   (just as) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. While listening to the news, dad came in.    (when) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. He was late.          (not) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. She’s crying.         (not) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

6. The thief escaped from jail.       (broke out of) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 



Model Answe for Exercise M.1 A.L.  Sunday 22/3/2020 

1. Choose the correct answer: 

1. We must try to (glide- prevent- develop- accomplish) dangerous fires 

in forests. 

2. This project will certainly (prevent- conclude- exchange- benefit) the 

whole town. 

3. Dad has been under a lot of (stress- session- reduction- impact) lately. 

4. Her wedding part was (recreational- exhausted- fabulous- natural). 

5. Once, grandma (was telling- tells- told- is telling) us a nice story. 

6. The child (slept- sleeps- was sleeping- has slept) yesterday at 12. 

7. The maid (cleans- is cleaning- was cleaning- cleaned) the whole house 

all day yesterday. 

8. At present, the boys (play- were playing- play- are playing) a football 

match. 

9. This old beggar can’t (break out- break into- get across- get about) 

without a stick in his hand. 

10. I kept talking to her but she (as silent as the grave- had her head in 

the clouds- as sick as a dog- in the cards for me). 

****************************** 

2.Rewrite using the words in brackets to give the same meaning: 

1. My date of graduation was 2010.      (I graduated) 

I graduated in 2010/ I graduated 10 years ago. 

2. When the guests arrived, mum was cooking.   (just as) 

The guests arrived just as mum was cooking. 

3. While listening to the news, dad came in.    (when) 

I was listening to the news when dad came in. 

4. He was late.          (not) 

He wasn’t early. 

5. She’s crying.         (not) 

She isn’t laughing. 

6. The thief escaped from jail.       (broke out of) 

The thief broke out of jail. 



  Exercise M.2 O.L.   Sunday 22/3/2020 

1.Supply the missing parts in the following mini-dialogue: 

*Marawan: Can you sew your own clothes? 

 Khaled: ………………………………………………………………………………………….? 

 

************************************** 

2.Choose the correct answer: 

1. To improve your (remember- member- memory- remind), eat nuts and 

fruit. 

2. I have (revised- told- stuck- achieved) many things in my life and got a 

great job. 

3. You should follow the (revision- recipe- diagram- exam) to make tasty 

food. 

4. You should (revise- revision- memorize- prize) a few months before an 

exam. 

5. What (you should do- should do you- should you do- you do should) to 

be healthy? 

6. (Should we- We should- We shouldn’t- We mustn’t) eat healthy food. 

7. How (long- often- much- many) do you usually go to the club? 

8. A/An (ambulance- train- ferry- bus) takes patients to hospitals. 

************************************* 

3.Read and correct the underlined words: 

1. How much revise have you done this week? 

2. You should studies hard to succeed. 

3. Think of ways to do your revision interesting. 

4. You shouldn’t wasted your time. 

***************************************** 

4.Write an email of about 90 words on ………… 

“How to do well in exams” 

*You are Amr and your friend is Youssef. 

 

******************************* 



Model Answer for Exercise M.2 O.L.  Sunday 22/3/2020 

1.Supply the missing parts in the following mini-dialogue: 

*Marawan: Can you sew your own clothes? 

 Khaled: No, What about you? 

************************************** 

2.Choose the correct answer: 

1. To improve your (remember- member- memory- remind), eat nuts and 

fruit. 

2. I have (revised- told- stuck- achieved) many things in my life and got a 

great job. 

3. You should follow the (revision- recipe- diagram- exam) to make tasty 

food. 

4. You should (revise- revision- memorize- prize) a few months before an 

exam. 

5. What (you should do- should do you- should you do- you do should) to 

be healthy? 

6. (Should we- We should- We shouldn’t- We mustn’t) eat healthy food. 

7. How (long- often- much- many) do you usually go to the club? 

8. A/An (ambulance- train- ferry- bus) takes patients to hospitals. 

************************************* 

3.Read and correct the underlined words: 

1. How much revise have you done this week?   (revision) 

2. You should studies hard to succeed.    (study) 

3. Think of ways to do your revision interesting.  (make) 

4. You shouldn’t wasted your time.     (waste) 

***************************************** 

4.Write an email of about 90 words on ………… 

“How to do well in exams” 

*You are Amr and your friend is Youssef. 

 

******************************* 

 



  Exercise M.2 A.L.   Sunday 22/3/2020 

1.Choose the correct answer: 

1. They claim they saw a/an (alien- phenomenon- amateur- military) from 

space. 

2. You will (claim- recognize- convince- gain) nothing by lying to her. 

3. He couldn’t (claim- gain- persuade- fake) her to leave her job. 

4. A/An (saucer- alien- astronomer- globe) has a round shape like a flat 

plate. 

5. Unless he (doesn’t get- will get- gets- won’t get) up early, he won’t 

attend the meeting. 

6. She’ll come to school in case she (will have- has- had- doesn’t have) an 

exam. 

7. As long as you understood the lesson, you (would- will- will have- would 

have to) answer any question. 

8. This lazy worker seldom does (some- any- many- little) kind of work. 

************************************ 

2.Rewrite using the words in brackets to give the same meaning: 

1. He didn’t expect to meet Salma at the conference.  (ran into) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. If she doesn’t study, she’ll fail.      (Unless) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. I’ll phone her if she needs me.      (provided that) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. Noha read the novel so she answered well.    (If) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. He missed the school bus because he didn’t get up early. (If) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

********************************** 

3.Comment on the following quotation: 

* “Take my advice, don’t lend Mr. Micawber any money.” 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 



Model Answer from Exercise M.2 A.L.  Sunday 22/3/2020 

1.Choose the correct answer: 

1. They claim they saw a/an (alien- phenomenon- amateur- military) from 

space. 

2. You will (claim- recognize- convince- gain) nothing by lying to her. 

3. He couldn’t (claim- gain- persuade- fake) her to leave her job. 

4. A/An (saucer- alien- astronomer- globe) has a round shape like a flat 

plate. 

5. Unless he (doesn’t get- will get- gets- won’t get) up early, he won’t 

attend the meeting. 

6. She’ll come to school in case she (will have- has- had- doesn’t have) an 

exam. 

7. As long as you understood the lesson, you (would- will- will have- would 

have to) answer any question. 

8. This lazy worker seldom does (some- any- many- little) kind of work. 

************************************ 

2.Rewrite using the words in brackets to give the same meaning: 

1. He didn’t expect to meet Salma at the conference.  (ran into) 

He ran into Salma at the conference. 

2. If she doesn’t study, she’ll fail.      (Unless) 

Unless she studies, she’ll fail. 

3. I’ll phone her if she needs me.      (provided that) 

I’ll phone her provided that she needs me. 

4. Noha read the novel so she answered well.    (If) 

If Noha hadn’t read the novel, she wouldn’t have answered well 

5. He missed the school bus because he didn’t get up early. (If) 

If he had got up early, he wouldn’t have missed the school bus. 

********************************** 

3.Comment on the following quotation: 

* “Take my advice, don’t lend Mr. Micawber any money.” 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 



  Exercise M.3 O.L.   Sunday 22/3/2020 

1.Write what you would say in these situations: 

1. You started smoking. You regret it. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Your friend recommends eating pizza. You aren’t interested. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

************************************ 

2.Choose the correct answer: 

1. Don’t eat too much chocolate; you’ll be (upset- greedy- addicted- 

hungry) to it. 

2. Smoking causes (operations- good health- sleep- lung diseases). 

3. Sameh (took- had- made- did) a heart operation and became better. 

4. A (psychologist- psychological- physical- physicist) addiction is when 

you think that you need something to feel ok. 

5. I couldn’t sleep well last night. I (should- can’t- shouldn’t- would) have 

drunk a lot of tea. 

6. My uncle is a school (captain- manager- farmer- pilot). 

7. Egypt can be (especially- special- specialist- specialized) hot in August. 

8. (Annual- Manual- Usual- Visual) work is not at all automatic. 

************************************** 

3.Rewrite using the words in brackets to give the same meaning: 

1. I’ve already arranged to visit the museum.    (visiting) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Mr. Saeed promises to buy me a present.    (will) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. I’ve decide to spend the vacation in Siwa.    (going to) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. Perhaps he broke his arm.       (might) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. It’s not possible that Ali played tennis yesterday.  (can’t) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

************************************ 



Model Answer for Exercise M.3 O.L.   Sunday 22/3/2020 

1.Write what you would say in these situations: 

1. You started smoking. You regret it. 

I shouldn’t have started to smoke. 

2. Your friend recommends eating pizza. You aren’t interested. 

I’m not interested. 

************************************ 

2.Choose the correct answer: 

1. Don’t eat too much chocolate; you’ll be (upset- greedy- addicted- 

hungry) to it. 

2. Smoking causes (operations- good health- sleep- lung diseases). 

3. Sameh (took- had- made- did) a heart operation and became better. 

4. A (psychologist- psychological- physical- physicist) addiction is when 

you think that you need something to feel ok. 

5. I couldn’t sleep well last night. I (should- can’t- shouldn’t- would) have 

drunk a lot of tea. 

6. My uncle is a school (captain- manager- farmer- pilot). 

7. Egypt can be (especially- special- specialist- specialized) hot in 

August. 

8. (Annual- Manual- Usual- Visual) work is not at all automatic. 

************************************** 

3.Rewrite using the words in brackets to give the same meaning: 

1. I’ve already arranged to visit the museum.    (visiting) 

I’m visiting the museum. 

2. Mr. Saeed promises to buy me a present.    (will) 

Mr. Saeed will buy me a present. 

3. I’ve decide to spend the vacation in Siwa.    (going to) 

I’m going to spend the vacation in Siwa. 

4. Perhaps he broke his arm.       (might) 

He might have broken his arm. 

5. It’s not possible that Ali played tennis yesterday.  (can’t) 

Ali can’t have played tennis yesterday. 



  Exercise M.3 A.L.   Sunday 22/3/2020 

1.Choose the correct answer: 

1. I attended a famous (festival- fake- patriot- patty) in Spain. 

2. A/An (protest- dumpling- official- fake) is someone in authority. 

3. This documentary (pelts- impacts- resumes- features) the state of 

the common people after World War II. 

4. He had a feeling of a/an (greased- impending- lunar- scented) disaster 

approaching the country. 

5. The (pouch- rower- patty- protest) used the oars. 

6. All the meat (ate- were eaten- was eaten- has been eaten) yesterday. 

7. She wanted to know (weather- whether- that- to) he left early or not. 

8.  Hamlet (wrote- had been written- were written- has to be written) by 

Shakespeare. 

9. The doctor advised the patient (to- not to- never- don’t) smoke. 

10. Sarah (will collect- collects- will be collected- is collecting) from 

school. 

**************************************** 

2.Rewrite using the words in brackets to give the same meaning: 

1. I haven’t phoned her yet.      (She) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. “You aren’t late,” he said to us.     (told) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. We’re going to hold a meeting.      (be) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. Mum cut the cake into pieces.      (by) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. You must do your H.W.        (done) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

**************************************** 

3.Comment on the following quotation: 

* “Will you help me Mr. Barsad or shall I speak out?” 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



Model Answer for Exercise M.3 A.L.    Sunday 22/3/2020 

1.Choose the correct answer: 

1. I attended a famous (festival- fake- patriot- patty) in Spain. 

2. A/An (protest- dumpling- official- fake) is someone in authority. 

3. This documentary (pelts- impacts- resumes- features) the state of 

the common people after World War II. 

4. He had a feeling of a/an (greased- impending- lunar- scented) disaster 

approaching the country. 

5. The (pouch- rower- patty- protest) used the oars. 

6. All the meat (ate- were eaten- was eaten- has been eaten) yesterday. 

7. She wanted to know (weather- whether- that- to) he left early or not. 

8.  Hamlet (wrote- had been written- were written- has to be written) 

by Shakespeare. 

9. The doctor advised the patient (to- not to- never- don’t) smoke. 

10. Sarah (will collect- collects- will be collected- is collecting) from 

school. 

**************************************** 

2.Rewrite using the words in brackets to give the same meaning: 

1. I haven’t phoned her yet.      (She) 

She hasn’t been phoned yet. 

2. “You aren’t late,” he said to us.     (told) 

He told us that we weren’t late. 

3. We’re going to hold a meeting.      (be) 

A meeting is going to be held. 

4. Mum cut the cake into pieces.      (by) 

The cake was cut into pieces by mum. 

5. You must do your H.W.        (done) 

Your H.W must be done. 

**************************************** 

3.Comment on the following quotation: 

* “Will you help me Mr. Barsad or shall I speak out?” 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 


